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Explanatory Statement 
Introduction 
Regulation 355/77 on common measures to improve the conditions under which agri-
cultural products are processed and marketed now expires at the end of 1984. 
Its period of validity was extended by the Council until 31 December 19841• 
The European Parliament delivered an opinion2 endorsing a Commission proposal 
extending the validity of the Regulation for one year, i.e. until 31 December 
1983. 
This proposal was approved by Parliament primarily because it ensured that the re-
newal of Regulation 355/77 would coincide with that of the three socio-structural 
directives- 72/159, 72/160 and 72/161. 
This would have provided an opportunity of bringing more consistency to almost the 
whole of the Community's agricultural structures policy. 
However, the Council decided on an extension of two years, since it rightly fore-
saw that there was a risk of work being brought to a standstill for an entire 
year pending adoption of the new regulation. 
Parliament is now required to give its views on a motion for a resolution tabled 
by Mr BARBAGLI and others on the revision of Regulation 355/77 with a view to its 
renewal. 
Essentially, this involves highlighting the problems encountered in the course of 
its implementation and seeking effective solutions so that the new regulation will 
be adapted to the changed economic conditions of the 1980s. 
An own-initiative report by the European Parliament cannot, of course, pretend to 
be an academic study, but, since a report is to be drawn up before the Commission 
submits its proposal for a new regulation, it must try to identify the real prob-
Lems met by the operators concerned - and, above all, by farmers - during the 
implementation of the present Regulation so that the Commission and the Council 
of Ministers can be advised on the modifications needed to ensure that the pro-
cessing and marketing of agricultural products are more in tune with the require-
ments of the 1980s. 
1 Regulation No. 3073/82, OJ No. L 325, 20.11.1982 
2 Working document 1-678/82, adopted on 29 October 1982, OJ No. C 304, 22.11.1982 
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.S.i.nce .. t~ r.apport.eur .wished to o9tain a cle.ar ,and r-ealistic picture of the prac-
tical prQblems rais,ed by the application of the .Regulation, a hearing ,w.a.s held 
o1 representatives of national and Community professional Of'~Jnil:.ations_, the .... pro-
·~!J·Sing industry and the b~nks. 
Th1s hearing succeeded in c~lling attention to the real problems at issue and 
eLi ci.ted f,rom those directly involved a nu~tber of ideas and recomundation.s a.s to 
tl\e general approach needed to any revision of Regulation 355/77 • 
. 1\ln)' of the points discus.sed during the hearing a.re taken up in this document. 
1. lne objectives of Regulation 355/77 
,It is perhaps appropriate to examine the background .to Regulation 355/77, .the 
r.easons that led to its adoption and the llijtnner in ~hich it ha$ -evolved i·n the 
.. '· ' 
,fi\(.e years since it entered into force. 
T,he obJective of impr.oving the conditions under which agricultural products are 
pr.o_cessed and marketed touches on many a.spects of economic policy, regional policy, 
.a.gl"icultural policy .and con.sumer policy, with the result that it is an especially 
,difficult objective to achieve. A broad understanding of ·these as.pects is accord-
-~ly ess.entia.l. The 1980s have seen a still more dramatic rise in the consumption 
of p.r9.c;.essed products and a correspondingly marked fal.L in the consumption of 
unpro.c,essed agricultural products. 
ft.~r:th,e.rmore, ag.ri culture and the food-manufacturing industry are assuming an in-
.-o,r:,asingly ii!K)ortant role in the economy and together represent 7.5X of the 
Community's gros.s domestic product. 
lo ,tl:lce~e circumst.aflces, it is normal that Community structural policy should try 
JW~ .c;>nly t.o take account of production requirements, but also to exert a positive 
intluence on the conditions under which products are marketed and processed by 
~plying selective measures of aid, coordinated on the basis of specific programmes. 
Regulation 355/77 was introduced with the aim of cutting marketing and processing 
.. 
costs, reducing wastage and making structural policy more transparent in the pro-
cessing and marketing sectors, thereby increasing the value added of agriculture 
on the market. 
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A Community aid policy in this area is necessary to ensure that the relevant 
structures can cope with the rapid development of new techniques in processing, 
storage, transport and marketing in both the wholesale and the retail trades, 
while taking account of the variability of consumer tastes. 
Regulation 355/77 was introduced, then, to support the agricultural products pro-
cessing industry in its attempts to take the fullest possible advantage of exist-
ing demand and to encourage more agricultural producers to become involved in 
the post-production stages, which would give them a firmer guarantee of a fair in-
come and at the same time benefit the consumer. 
Notwithstanding the harsh criticisms levelled against it - some more justified 
than others - the common agricultural policy has at least guaranteed the avail-
ability of food supplies for the Community's 270 million consumers. The situation 
could be improved, however, by creating supra-regional markets, so that regional 
surpluses could be more evenly spread and the range of products obtained within 
the Community extended by exploiting to the full its different climates. 
Moreover, there is an increasing need to market products at ever greater distances 
from the place of production and to face up to the problems of tougher intra-
Community competition resulting from the greater vitality of a larger market. 
It was in response to these extra pressures that the Commission drew up Regulation 
355177. 
It is worth stressing that one of the fundamental objectives of the Regulation is 
to improve basic agricultural production by guaranteeing for producers 'an adequate 
and lasting share in the resulting economic benefit' (Article 9). 
A further objective is to lighten the burden on the intervention mechanisms of the 
common market organizations by creating new production outlets and, above all, by 
diversifying production, which involves, inter alia, encouraging the manufacture 
of new products and adapting production to consumer tastes (Article 11Cb)). 
Article 11Ce) calls attention"to the need to help to improve the quality and the 
presentation of products for the benefit of the regions producing them. While 
marketing structures are economically sound in some regions, they are less so in 
others, whose diseconomies have an adverse effect on farmers' incomes. 
PE 88.802/fin./8 
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The. advantage of reducing 11arketing costs is that it increases a product's com-
petitiveness. Hence, in addition to providing a fir11er guarante.e of a reasonable 
income for producers, a reduction in marketing costs will benefit both consumers 
and exports. 
It is hoped that the above account, though brief, gives a satisfactory idea of 
the objectives of Regulation 355/77. 
2. The application of Regulation 355/77. 
The choice of the regulation- which is directly applicable, as against the di-
rective - the form adopted for the socio-structural measures of 1973 - as the legal 
form for the instrument with which we are concerned has been fully vindicated by 
the results achieved. 
Indeed, the success of the Regulation is aMPlY borne out by the response of those 
at whom it is directed. So many applications for financial aid have been received 
t~at, given the limited resources available, it has been iMpossible to pay the full 
contribution requested for all the projects approved. The situation is well illus-
trated by the following table. 
PE 88.802/fin./B 
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Regutation 355177
TABLE 1
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With 30~ of the aid granted, the fruit and vegetables sector, which accounts for 
11X of Community production <23% in Italy>, has clearly been the main beneficiary. 
There are various reasons for such a large concentration of aid in this one sec-
tor. 
In the first place, fruit and vegetables are highly perishable products and for 
that reason alone need to be processed, often close to the place of production. 
Secondly, fruit and vegetables are in short supply in the Community and are pro-
duced in virtually all the Member States, even though their natural place of 
production is obviously in the countries of southern Europe. 
Thirdly, it should not be forgotten that the fruit and vegetables sector is one of 
the least protected sectors at Community level and that it is therefore normal 
that it should be accorded especially favourable treatment by the structural measur~s -
it would be just as normal to expect such treatment to restore some semblance of 
balance to the sector, yet, despite everything, there has been no sign of that 
happening as yet. 
Of the other sectors which benefit from the Regulation, mention should be made of 
the wine sector <17.7% of the aid granted), in which the objective - also pursued 
under the common market organization - has been and continues to be to improve 
quality, since that is the only way of solving the problem of surpluses. The milk 
anq milk products sector has also received a substantial share of the aid <11.3%), 
which is all the more surprising when one considers that there are large surpluses 
and that the socio-structural directives prohibit further aid to the sector. 
In terms of the economics of European food production, the Regulation has also had 
significant regional impact, as the following table, which gives a breakdown of the 
aid by region and by country, demonstrates. 
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It wiLL be seen from this table that Italy has benefited most from the provisions
of the ReguLation, which means that, unLike the socio-structuraL directjves of
'1972' it has been we[[ received by Itatian producers and by the ItaLian authorities.
The foILouing tabte is aLso interesting,'in that it gives a percentage breakdown
of the aid granted to the various sectors in each Member State.
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Since we intend that the analysis should be a little more complete, we must not 
only give details of the number of projects approved and the amount of aid granted, 
but also consider the payments effected, in other words the actual rate of util-
ization of the funds allocated. 
TABLE 4 
Rate of utilization of the aid granted 
1978 1979 1980 1981 average 1978-1980 
Belgium 79 75 53 0.6 69 
Denmark 49 57 68 22 58 
Germany 84 77 44 1 68 
France 46 45 22 37 
Greece 
Ireland 33 28 18 26 
Italy 26 21 8 0.5 18 
Luxembourg 88 95 61 
Netherlands 49 32 24 0.9 35 
United Kingdom 73 47 27 1. 7 49 
Source: Data contained in the 11th Financial Report on the EAGGF 
This table clearly shows that, even with substantial variations between the two 
extremes, the average rate of utilization has been relatively low. 
The delays in the granting of the aid revealed by this table cannot be attributed 
solely to the slowness with which applications are processed in certain countries, 
since the ponderousness of national or Community administrative procedures is often 
a contributory factor, making it difficult for users in some countries actually to 
obtain the money to which they are entitled. This table must be borne in mine when 
it comes to considering how the Regulation should be modified. 
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3. The revision of Regulation 355/77 
As we have already said, the large number of projects submitted is proof enough 
that the application of the Regulation has in large measure been successful. 
On the other hand, it should be remembered that, on the whole, the rate of util-
ization has not been particularly high, and that in some cases - notably in the 
two countries with the highest inflation rates - it has been quite unacceptable. 
These two factors, to which attention was also drawn at the hearing of 2 December 
1982, are central to the criticisms and recommendations which the Committee on 
Ag~iculture is asked to consider in connection with the revision of the Regulation. 
A. The role of the programmes 
The programmes undoubtedly represent the most significant change made by Regulation 
355/77. 
Even though aid continues to be granted to the individual projects, these must 
now be included in the specific multiannual programmes which determine the long-
term investment needs and production guidelines in any given sector. 
All the Member States - and even the administrative regions (in Germany and in 
Italy) -have submitted more or less detailed programmes and, as at 31 December 
1981, out of the 128 programmes submitted, 114 had been approved by the Commission, 
a further 11 were being considered and 3 had been withdrawn by the Member States. 
This brings us to our first criticism: although the programmes are assessed by a 
technico-political body, the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures, and 
subjected to detailed examination by the relevant Commission services, the fact 
tHat such a high proportion is approved suggests that approval has almost become 
a bureaucratic formality. 
In the absence of any clear indication of the rate of implementation of the various 
programmes, or of the number of projects submitted on the basis of the programmes, 
w~ are persuaded that the link between programmes and projects is often very 
tenuous: so tenuous, in fact, that, notwithstanding the amount of research that 
goes into many of the programmes, it almost seems as if the programme is merely a 
convenient bureaucratic peg on which to hang the individual projects. 
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This suggests that the programmes are losing their effectiveness as a means of 
rationalizing investment. In the revised version of the Regulation, therefore, 
the real function of the programmes should be restored so that the meagre resources 
available can be used in the most effective manner possible. 
Possible ways of increasing the effectiveness of the programmes must, then, be 
considered. But first a few comments on the financial situation •. As has been 
' 
shown by the large number of eligible projects which have remained uncompleted 
owing to insufficient funds, the financial endowment of Regulation 355/77 has up 
to now fallen far short of requirements. An increase in the financial endowment 
is of prime importance and must be insisted upon. 
However, it would be politically shortsighted to expect that a decision could be 
taken to substantially increase the financial endowment before key problems con-
cerning the Community's financial resources- the 1% ceiling on VAT, for example-
have beeft resolved. 
Consequently, although a better definition of the programmes is needed, it would 
be both advisable and realistic not just to take account of the fact that the 
financial resources are limited, but to accept it as inevitable. 
The new regulation on the marketing and processing of agricultural products should 
establish a whole range of criteria for the programmes. The programme - whether 
sectoral or regional - must be seen to play a far more precise role within a coher-
ent Community structural policy. 
This is necessary even if the number of programmes must be reduced, although in 
that event the aim must be to increase expenditure commitments for the improvement 
of processing and marketing conditions in those sectors which really are struc-
turally weaker and to ensure that those commitments are adequate and effective. 
Finally, the Commission's existing programme criteria should be made more precise 
so that, allowing for the limited budget, the programmes are better able to fulfil 
the planning function assigned to them within well defined structural and agricul-
tural policy guidelines which the Community must develop further. 
The programme criteria should not only dovetail with the entire structural policy 
to be adopted by the Community at the beginning of 1984, but also take due account 
of the differing market situations and hence of the prices policy applied to the 
different products. 
PE 88.802/fin./B 
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e. Project selectivity and effective investment 
If the objectives of the programmes are to be made more coherent - though they 
should hot necessarily be too detailed or binding- then there must be a more 
selective approach to the projects submitted and, hence, the adoption of priority 
criteria for the granting of aid. 
Furthermore, given the present shortage of funds, there must be more selectivity 
in the allocation of public resources to ensure that they continue to be used 
r~asonably effectively. 
This might be done by establishing, for financing purposes, an order of priority 
among the different regions of the Community. 
A turther possibility, closely allied to a selective financing scheme, would be 
for the Commission to introduce in the new regulation a system of advances, which 
is'of decisive importance for the proper implementation of any measure designed to 
assi~t th~ structurally weaker areas. 
If"proje-cts are to be worthwhile and of appreciable benefit to the regions, the 
·bur·eaucratic and financial obstacles to the payment of advances have to be removed. 
rh• problem here becomes especially serious when we consider that interest rates 
·can be well in excess of 20%. 
'An6ther way of enhancing the effectiveness of investments would be to arrange for 
some of the contributions to be used to offset interest payments, i.e. to grant 
interest subsidies. This would have two objectives: to reduce interest rates and 
to increase the amount of investment generated by Community aid. 
Given the importance of introducing some such credit arrangements, provision could 
at least be made for the States to grant a proj:>Ortioh of the aid set asid~ for 
indivi-dual beneficiaries at a reduced rate of interest. 
C. Strengthening Article 9 
One of the fundamental objectives of the present Regulation is to ensure that pro~ 
ducers have an adequate share in the benefits obtained from processing and marketing 
illij)rovements. 
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The benefit to the producer may be direct <increase in the value added when a pro-
duct is first marketed after processing) or indirect <increase in the value of the 
basic product resulting from the conclusion of long-term contracts). 
Although Regulation 355/77 has undoubtedly helped agricultural producers despite 
the limited resources available, it has to be pointed out in this report, which 
also takes account of the budget problems, that the Commission has not so far pro-
duced - either officially or unofficially - a clear and comprehensive report list-
ing the beneficiaries and the O.nefits obtained by producers. 
f 
This is a particularly serious omission and, unless evidence to the contrary is 
" forthcoming, it might be taken as an indication that Article 9 has not been applied 
as effectively as expected. 
We therefore take the view that some thought should be given to the precise scope 
of Article 9 of Regulation 355/77 when it comes up for renewal. 
Since the Regulation is a full and integral part of the agricultural structures 
policy, its purpose must be to improve the role of agriculture and the income of 
farmers. 
Consequently, just as it is essential for the Commission to provide Parliament with 
all the relevant facts and fitures concerning the recipients of aid during the period 
of application 1978-1982, so it is essential for the provisions of Article 9 to be 
reinforced to the advantage of the agricultural producers concerned. 
If all the economic operators - individual farmers or associations of farmers and 
private operators - who are directly involved or have a business interest in the 
sector concerned, are to be allowed a share in the benefits accruing from the 
Regulation, then the authorities should be prompted by the inadequacy of its financial 
endowment to improve the relevant procedures to ensure that they are applied more 
effectively. 
They must, however, be improved in such a way as to guarantee that individual farmers 
or associations of farmers are accorded priority over other applicants. Furt~ermore, 
the Commission must in future take greater care to ensure that each project is of 
positive benefit to the producers. 
Only if such action is taken can the objective of Article 9 of the Regulation be 
fully achieved. 
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D. Procedures and the problem of revising costs 
An analysis of the different procedures has shown that the system used for the 
payment of the national contribution is one of the main causes of the delays ex-
perienced in applying the Regulation. 
Let us consider what actually happens. A project and an application for aid are 
prepared and submitted for approval to the intermediate authority (region, Land or 
Department) and to the Ministry of Agriculture, which then forwards them to the 
Commission. 
Once approval has been given by the Commission <and this can ta·ke up to a year), 
the project is r~turned to the applicant, who must then apply for the national con-
tr?bution, which entails yet another procedure. When the project can at last be 
started, two to three years will have elapsed and, obviously, the value of the aid 
granted will have diminished appreciably, especially in those countries with high 
rat~s of inflation. 
It was for this reason that the European Parliament, in its opinion on the proposal 
to ~xtend the Regulation for one year, requested the Commission and the Council to 
change the procedures so that applicants would not be penalized by the many delays. 
In this connection, it would be desirable for the provisions of the new regulation 
to be more binding, especially where the procedure for the allocation of the national 
contribution is concerned. This would make it easier to achieve those objectives 
which would otherwise be frustrated by the slower and more muddled procedures 
foUowed by certain Member States. 
The time problem could be solved by providing that the applications for aid to the 
Commission and the national authorities must be submitted simultaneously. 
Alternatively. the national authorities - or, where appropriate, the regional auth-
or.ities - should be required to make their contribution before the Community's con-
tribution is applied for. Either way, the time spent in applying for aid, which 
could adversely affect the implementation of a project, would effectively be haived. 
Directly related to the problem of delays is the problem of revising costs. At the 
I 
time when the application is submitted, the Commission should specifically request 
a preliminary estimate of the cost of the project and then apply a weighting-
for example, the average rate of inflation - to the year in which it approved the 
project. 
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The application of such a weighting would remove any uncertainty about the amount 
of expenditure to be entered in the budget. 
In this connection, it should not be forgotten that other key instruments of the 
Community's structural policy are also due for revision in the next few months. 
It is not the task of this report to stress how important it is not to waste such 
an opportunity of establishing ~niform and consistent objectives - we simply hope 
that others will do so. Nevertheless, we feel compelled to point out that it is 
important to seize the chance offered by the revision of a large number of the 
structural measures to standardize the different procedures. 
Since the objectives and the means of achieving them differ from one measure to the 
next, we believe it essential that an effort should be made to standardize the 
various procedures of all the new structural instruments that are to enter into 
force in the next few years. 
Standardization of the procedures, and their simplification, would undoubtedly be 
to the benefit of the applicants, while easing the task of the authorities responsible 
for processing the applications. It would also save a great deal of time and thus 
ensure that the measures concerned were applied more effectively. 
E. Extending the Regulation's field of application 
Regulation 355/77 was drawn up in the mid-1970s. Al1110st ten years have since elapsed 
and it is only normal that the need should be felt to review and to enlarge the 
Regulation's field of application. 
It should not be forgotten,c_more9ver, that one of the aims of t~e structural measures 
'. 
is to ensure that market situa.t1ons are to SOftie extent complementary. 
As far as the processing and marketing measure is concerned, encouragement should 
be given to the production of products - including new products - which can expect 
to be well received on the market. 
With this in mind, the list of sectors covered by the present Regulation shoul~ be 
extended so that the consumption requirements of the 1980s can be better satisfied. 
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However, bearing in mind the objective of Article 9 of the Regulation, the basic 
products should continue to be those listed in Annex II. On the other hand, in 
view of the changed pattern of consumer tastes, final products ought not necessarily 
to be included in Annex II. 
This is already allowed by Regulation 355/77, but the procedure is complicated, re-
quiring a decision to be taken by the Council. Consequently, when the Regulation 
is renewed, it would perhaps be desirable to alter the procedure so that the ex-
clusion of final products from Annex II can be authorized by a simple decision of 
the Commission. The Commission should be requir·ed, however, to conform strictly to 
the objectives of the Regulation and, in particular, the objective of guaranteeing 
for producers 'an adequate and lasting share in the resulting economic benefits'. 
The following are examples of the new products for which Community financial assist-
ance is justified, not least with a view to increasing the earnings of certain pro-
ducers: 
- oenocyanine, a colouring agent obtained from grap~ skins after the first stage 
of the wine-making process, 
essential oils, obtained from the processing of by-products of citrus fruit and 
used as basic oils for the manufacture of perfumes. 
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Record of the hearing of professional organizations on the revision of 
Regulation <EEC> 355/77 
Introduction by Mr Vitale 
ANNEX I 
This hearing was organized in connection with the report that I am instructed to 
draw up on the revision of the Community Regulation on the processing and marketing 
of agricultural products, on the basis of a motion for a parliamentary resolution 
tabled by Mr Barbagli and others. In view of the considerable importance of this 
Regulation within the framework of the Community's structural policy, we saw that 
there was a need to sound out the views of the professional organizations concerned 
on the way it has been applied over the years and to invite suggestions as to how 
it might be modified. 
The first problem is to establish how to adapt the Regulation to the changes that 
have occurred in the common agricultural policy and to the new policies that are 
taking shape, especially with the prospect of Spain's entry into the Community and 
a consequent increase in the volume of processed products on its markets. The 
second problem is to determine how to rectify a number of practical difficulties 
and shortcomings inherent in the procedure for granting aid. It has been found that 
long delays occur between the submission of applications for aid and the actual 
financing of projects, which creates very serious problems in those countries with 
high rates of inflation. Could this problem be solved by allowing advances to be 
paid by the national authorities or by granting favourable credit terms to the pro-
ducers concerned? Would it be desirable to broaden the Regulation's field of appli-
cation? These are just some of the issues on which I would welcome your comments. 
Mr BARBAGLI 
I should like to point out that, in tabling our motion for a resolution, we were 
guided by three considerations: the need to adapt production to market requirements, 
the need ~o strengthen the contractual powers of agricultural producers and the 
need to increase the earnings of agricultural producers. Article 9 of the present 
Regulation must, I feel, be modified or at least clarified. The funds available 
must be reserved for organized agricultural production, since we cannot otherwise 
achieve the objective of increasing the income of producers by ensuring that they 
play a prominent part in the market process. We do not rule out the possibility 
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of granting aid to other operators, provided that there are arrangements with agri-
cultural producers which ensure that they actually do exercise a decisive influence 
on the market. 
I should also like to call attention to the need to increase the financial resources 
earmarked for structural measures, and to the need to reinstate the provision of 
I 
Regulation 17/64 which authorizes the Member States to assist beneficiaries with 
their interest payments. 
All the organizations represented at the hearing considered that the common measures 
aimed at improving the conditions under which agricultural products were processed 
and marketed to be a fundamental element of the Community's agricultural structures 
po~icy. Furthermore, they all deplored the inadequacy of the financial resources 
earmarked for those measures and called for immediate action to endow Regulation 
355/77 with sufficient funds. In view of the considerable interest which the 
Regulation had aroused among agricultural producers and their organizations, and of 
' the need to ensure the continuity and effectiveness of investment programmes in the 
sectors concerned, it was unanimously proposed that the Regulation should be renewed 
as soon as possible. The COPA-COGECA representatives urged the European Parliament 
to do all it could to persuade the Commission to submit its proposal at the earliest 
opportunity. Since it was essential to safeguard the medium-term interests of the 
processing industry, it was suggested that the period of validity of the new regu-
lation should per~aps be longer than five years. 
Although the meagre financial endowment had clearly been an impediment, it was 
generally thought that the relevant measures had been applied satisfactorily over 
the years. The League of Cooperatives considered that Regulation 355/77 had taken 
account of programming requirements and achieved some encouraging results, notably 
in revitalizing specific sectors in the weaker areas of the Community. Even though 
' it realized that the aim was to stimulate the economic development of agriculture, 
it ~s less happy, however, about the criteria for selecting projects with a view 
to.improving basic agricultural product~on. It was necessary for Article 9(1) of 
I 
the Regulation to be applied more rigorously and for more rigid criteria to be 
I 
established for checking that the requirements of the Regulation had been met. 
Con~ideration might also be given to the introduction of a different set of pro-
visions for financial contributions to farmers grouped together in cooperatives or 
associations or, at least, to the possibility of a Community contrtbution being· ntade 
to htlP meet the indirect expenditure incurred by producers' organizatioAs (for 
technical assistance, etc.>. 
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The Confederation of the Agri-Foodstuffs Industries of the EEC took a completely 
different line, maintaining that the objective of the Regulation was to maximize 
agricultural production and that, to that end, it was necessary to consider the 
economic requirements of industrial development. Regulation 355/77 was not an agri-
cultural regulation since it was designed to 'develop or rationalize the treatment, 
processing or marketing of one or more agricultural products'. These were the 
operations that had to be assessed and the extent of the improvement to agricultural 
production would depend on how effectively they were carried out. Finally, the 
content of the programmes and the granting of aid should depend on the effectiveness 
of the investment project and not on the way funds were apportioned nationally, which 
was always somewhat arbitrary. 
All the professional organizations represented at the hearing welcomed the intro-
duction of sectoral programmes in Regulation 355/77, but were in some doubt about 
the link between the individual project and the programme itself, both in terms of 
the choice of products and as regards the amount of aid. It was pointed out that 
in some Member States the programme was drawn up only after details of the investment 
project were known. In others, on the other hand, the programme and precise financial 
estimates were first submitted to the Commission and, once these had been approved, 
a search was made for operators who were prepared to submit projects on the basis 
of which the programme could be implemented. The representative of the agri-
foodstuffs industries considered that it was important to clari1y the link between 
programme and project, but that this should not encourage certain types of operator 
or certain areas to disregard the definition of economic and productive criteria. 
According to COPA-COGECA, a great deal of confusion was created by the Commission's 
practice of publishing 'guidelines' for the application of Regulation 355/77 each 
year, whereas the duration of the national programmes was from three to five years. 
The Commission should establish the priorities and production targets on a Community 
basis before the national programmes were drawn up. Moreover, they should be appli-
cable for the duration of the programme. Operators would then be left in no doubt 
about the criteria underpinning the programme <a point also made by the Association 
of Savings Cooperatives>. It was not necessary for the criteria to be more detailed, 
since there was a risk that they would simply 'sum up' the individual projects, 
which was illogical. COPA-COGECA did not consider it essential for the geographical 
scope of the programmes to be established once and for all: in some cases a pro-
gramme could be approved which transcended national boundaries <such a possibility 
was not ruled out by the existing Regulation>, while in others there might be good 
reasons for considerably extending the scope of a regional programme. 
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The League of Cooperatives considered that, in view of the paucity of the resources 
allotted to the Regulation, it was more than ever necessary for the programmes to 
establish an order of priority for the granting of aid. In addition to the existing 
programmes, within which the individual projects should be properly integrated, 
provision should be made in the new regulation for programme-projects embracing a 
variety of sectors or a variety of initiatives and therefore eligible for financial 
assistance from other Community funds (Social Fund or the ERDF>. In view of their 
greater importance, they should also be given priority in the allocation of resources 
from the Regulation's financial endowment. 
Another point discussed concerned the consequences for the application of Regulation 
355/77 of interest rates and the availability of credit facilities. It was no acci-
dent that of the projects approved the number actually completed was lower in the 
countries with higher rates of inflation. This had heavily penalized the weaker 
are~s, i.e. those areas which were most in need of structural aid. The League of 
Coo~eratives considered that the new regulation should include machinery which 
could reduce the severity of this problem. In particular, it should introduce a 
system of advances, such as had been provided for in other Community regulations. 
In the opinion of COPA-COGECA, however, it was not possible to grant advances unless 
it tas known for sure that the project would be carried out. Even after the project 
was declared eligible by the Commission, it was by no means certain that it would 
be completed. Conditions on the market and the financial situation of the operator 
could easily change and there was no guarantee for the Commission. A possible sol-
uti~n might be to grant advances only if the Member State concerned agreed to act 
as guarantor of the funds advanced and to reiMburse the tommunity if the project 
was not completed. The argument behind the proposal - that there was too long a 
delay between the submission of applications and the granting of aid- did not, 
in the opinion of the COPA-COGECA representatives, carry much weight. The essential 
requirement was that the project should be feasible and capable of completion 
whether or not it received financial assistance. And, in any case, the delays had 
been much reduced. The more complex problem of high inflation and interest rates 
certainly existed, but for the time being there was no solution. The Commission 
decided that a given amount should be set aside for the financing of a certain 
number of projects. No more money could then be:made available to cover any revised 
estimates of expenditure, unless the number of projects qualifying for aid under the 
next instalment was reduced, and that could not be countenanced. 
The :Association of Savings and Credit Cooperatives of the EEC agreed that the problem 
of int~rest rates was very serious, but felt that something could be done to solve it. 
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The first step should be to speed up the administrative procedures for processing 
the applications submitted. As for the problem of advances, it was necessary to 
agree on the most suitable criteria. A possible solution might be to request a bank 
to guarantee reimbursement of the aid if the project was not completed. The banks 
could be counted upon to agree to such an arrangement, provided that the rules 
governing the payment of advances were acceptable. 
While recognizing that there were bureaucratic and financial obstacles to any system 
of advances, Mr Oiana considered that in some areas projects would invariably run 
into difficulties from the start unless some means were found of advancing the 
necessary funds. The fact that in some areas the delays were worse than in others 
was attributable not just to bureaucratic obstructiveness, but also to the more 
difficult conditions under which the projects had to be carried out. If the ob-
jectives of Regulation 355/77 were to be achieved, difficulties or obstacles should 
not be placed in the way of projects planned in those areas. In addition, it was 
essential to find a way of reducing the delays and of countering the effects of 
inflation. In particular, it ought to be possible to make up the difference between 
the estimated cost and the actual cost of a project in the course of its implementation. 
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RecOf"d of attendance at the hearing of professional organizations on the revision 
of ft.-gulation 355177 - 2 Oecetltbef' 1982 
Present: 
Experts: 
M'r VITAl! <r~rteur), Mr VER\'f.IMEM,. tltr O.l,MfA., Mn LlZlN, lltr ~~ 
and Mr MAHER 
"" TY£Rti£Y, Chairman of the WOrking. Party on Genef'al &c<m01tic- Affairs 
of COGICA 
Mr FRAGN£R, Vice·thair-.n of the Working Party on General !cono.1t 
Affairs of COGECA and coordinator of the work on 
Regulation 355177 
Mr PILLOT, Chairman of the wor~int Pt~ty of General E~rta of COPA 
MY' HER\.ITSKA, Secretary-General of COPA am:S COG£CA 
Mr 80UR£L, General Delegate of tht Confederation of the Agri-foodstuffa 
Industries of the EEC 
Mr BOUTIDOU, representative of the Association of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives of the EEC 
Mr ZAMPAGLlONE, Head of the International Affairs Section of the 
League of Cooperatives 
Political group secretariats: 
Mr ROSA, Group of the European People's Party 
Mrs OllVI, Co111munist and· Allies Group 
Oirfttorates-General: 
- Research and Documentation 
Mr KILLEEN and Mr DE fEO 
Secretariat of the Cot~~~ittH' on Agriculture 
Mr COMINl 
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ANNEX II 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION - Doe. 1-786/81 
tabled by Mr BARBAGLI, Mr COLLESELLI, Mr DIANA, Mr LIGIOS, Mr COSTANZO, 
Mr GIUMMARRA, Mr BERSANI and Mr DALSASS 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the revision of Regulation 355/77 on common measures to improve the 
conditions under which agricultural products are processed and marketed 
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THE EYROPEAN PABLIAMEHT· 
-having regard to th• objective• of Articlt 39(l)(a) of the Treaty ot Rome 
namely to'increase agricultural productivjty by promoting technical 
I 
progress and by ensuring the rationnl development of agricultural production 
and the opti•um utililation of the tactorR of production, 
WHEREAS: 
(a) the Commission ·has already undertt•ken pursuant to the Mandate 
of 30 May to devote 9nater emphatis to the possibilities for 
impJovemont in the quality of agrocultural products and to the 
creation of a more modern syatem Jor processing and marketing 
such producte to improve thnir diHtribution on Community and 
world marketer 
(b) the need, which has become increasingly apparent in recent years, 
for 9reater recourse to an ilfricultural structures policy and 
thu~ for adequate funds to ~ncrease the outlets for agricultural 
pro(IUC:tion through the rationalization of processing and marketing 
as ~ell as improvement in the quallty and presentation of such 
products, will be to the clnar advantage of both aqricultural 
proctucers and consumcrsr 
(c) the acceaeion of Spain is l.ikely to increase the imbalance between 
the financial appropriation~ of the Guidance Section of the 
EAGGF and the request• for Community aid, taking into account 
the fact that ttle current total of ec:hemes eubmitted ia twice 
as high as tho resources availabler. 
(d) the lines of action for the Mediterranean regions proposed by 
the Commission in th~ Mandate of 30 May recognize the need for 
a bitlanced development of the Community through vigorous action 
enahling these least developed regions to minimize the extent 
to which they are lagging btJhincS other regions of the Community, 
(e) Regulation 355/77 expires at the end of 1982 and should therefore 
be renewed at the beginning of 1983: it is essential for an 
increase to be made atthat time in the funds allocated together 
with a review of intervention measures, 
(f) onlv the coherrnt' "'"rl balanc:•c! cn·1rdination 
of marketing and production atruc.ures and the regular adjustment 
of reaourc:es made aveilable can guarantee satisfactory long• 
term results for a global p_oU.cy on agriculture·. structuresJ 
(CJ) the distribution of grants .alreacly made available has encountered 
the greatest delay in Italy and lreland, due to slowness i.1 
starting and carrying out p1·ojects, administrative delays and 
particularly to the difficulties facing the beneficiaries in 
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those St.:1tea in obtaining the credita necessary to finance their 
share of the projecta and p~ying high interest ratea, with the 
reault that almost all the project• approved in 1978 have yet 
to be completed, 
(h) apart from the problems of implementing their projects, the 
farmers in some Member States are in serious financial difficultiea 
due to the wide disparities between rates of inflation, intereat 
rat~• and the different credit policies applied in the Member 
States of the EECJ 
1. CONSIDERS THATa 
(a) it is imperative that Regulation 355/77 be extended at the end 
of 1982 in order to have a more decisive impact in developing 
and improving the conditions for processing and marketing agricul• 
tural products, 
(b) the funds allocated in 1977, having proved totally inadequate 
for the purposes of an effective market policy, must be propor• 
tionately increaaed to meet current demands, 
· (c) in order to ensure a suitable le,·el of bargaining power for 
farmers together with a fair shale of the added value accruing 
from marketing and processing operations, the beneficiaries 
of •Jrant aid, as laid down in Rec ulation 355/77, a:hould be 
pri•narily individual farmers or ~~coups thereof; only in the 
absance of initiatives fron• theu categories will aid to joint 
undertakings be considered, on condition that in such undertakings 
the agricultural partner is not )n the minority, 
(d) in certain dislldvantaged areas tl·e subsidies provided for in Reguladon 
355/77 should wherever possible be • ncluded in integrated programmes fer 
regional development or in more orqanic programmes for specific sectors, 
2· Stresses the need for simpler aclminst ·ative processing of the projects 
proposed within the scope of Regulati'~ 355/77 at both national and 
Communi t~~· level in order to ove1·come t he current distortion& which 
are becoming increasingly aerioua in those Member States with high 
levels of· inflation and high int~erest rates. 
rurther considers thata 
(a) Regulation 1361,178 which increase·& aid granted by the Fund to 
a maximum of SO\ and of 3S't resp•·ctively for projects carried out 
in the Mezzogiorno and in Langue<loc·Rouaillon, should be extended 
and expanded to include the other disadvantaged areaa of the 
Comlllunity, 
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(b) the pr~ce adjustment laid down in Regulation 355/77 should be 
rai t;ed from its present inadequate 5\ to the level of the averaqe 
Community rate of inflation so as to compensate for different 
ratt·s of inflation in the Member States, 
(c) intereat rebates should be granted on the section of the investment 
projc,ct for whi~h the beneficiary is responsible through contribu• 
tions supplementary to thole already made by way of capital 
grants, the aim being to align national interest rates on the 
Community average, 
fd) the availability of loans needed for investment should be guaranteed 
to the beneficiary through national and regional legislation 
harmonized at Community level, 
(e) once a project has been approved, the EAGGF should authorize 
advance payments for work to be carried out, as already laid 
down in Regulation 1760/78 on the improvement of the inf~astructure 
in certain rur••l areas, which p~:ovides for the allocation of 
advance payments equivalent to a maximum of 80\ of the Community 
contribution, 
(f) intervention by the Fund should be extended to include other'· 
products such ,,s wool, leather, wood and silk. 
l. Considers it essential, moreove~, that in order to realiae the full 
potential of Community exports, a suitable marketing policy be devised 
for both agricultur~l products and the agri-foodstuffs industry, 
to which end Reguladon 355/77 should provide.for measures to finance 
the creation and improvement of an information network which would 
clearly indicate tho needs of foreitn markets and communicate the 
information in good time, and fol' 1ettin9 up ad hoc courses to train 
specialiaed personnel. · 
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ANNEX Ill 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION Doe. 1-288/83 
tabled by Mr KYRKOS 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the development of the agricultural products processing sector in Greece 
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A. having regard to the low level Gf develop•ent in the agricuLt~al products 
processinQ sector in Greece, 
B. whereas in very •any regions there is no. processing industry whatsoever for 
certain agricultural products, 
C. having regard to the presaing need to modernt1e Greek agriculture up to the 
ltvtla of devtlopment attatntd by tht othtr meMber countrt11 at ~ht Community, 
D. whe~teas such modernizatton entails th9 creation of a number of jobs in sorting, 
prottssing, standardizing and marketing agricultural products, 
E. having regard to the inability of the financial credit system in Greece to meet 
in the near future investment requirements in the agricultural sector, 
F. having regard to the contribution o.f the agricultural products processing industry 
to agricultura.L and lt~icmal dev•LopMnt, 
G. whereas the growth of investment in the sorting, processing and standardization 
of agricultural products 
Ca> will incre1se the opportunitiea for marketing these producta, 
(b) will help to provide emploxment for tha rural population not taployed in farmir,g, 
Cc> will incrtase th• in~ of producers, 
(d): will help to alleviate underuployt~ent and reduce unemployment, 
H. whereas investments in the above sectors ne-m to be •ade by producer cooperatives 
and producer groups, 
1. Calls on the Commission, within the framework of the Mediterranean Programmes: 
(a) to increase the aid avaHable from the EAGGF (Guidance Section) to cooperatives 
and producer groups for investments provided for under Regulation 355/77/EEC, 
(b) to increase the capital granted to Greece under Regulation 355/77/EEC so that 
more programmes can be given support, 
Cc> to grant, through the European Investment Bank, financial resources on more 
favourable terms to the Agricultural Bank of Gre.ce so that the latter may 
finance investment in the soTting, processing, standardization and marketing 
of agricu~tural products in Greece; 
2. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the COMMission, the 
European Investment Bank and the Council of Ministers. 
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OPINION 
of the Ca..ittee on Budgets for the Committee on Agriculture 
Dr1ftsman: Mr H. J. LOUWES 
On 25 January 1984, the Committee on Budgets appointed Mr H. J. LOUWES 
draftsman of the opinion. 
The committee considered the draft op1n1on at its meeting of 
23 February 1984 and adopted the conclusions un1nimously. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr LANGE, chairman; Mr LOUWES, 
dra~an; Mr ABENS, Mr ADAMOU Cdeputi.zing for Mr GOUTHIER>, Lord DOURO, 
Mr LANGES, Mr NEWTON DUNN, Mr NIKOLAOU, Mr K. SCHON, Sir James SCOTT-HOPKINS 
(deputizing for Mr BALFOUR), Mr SIMONNET and Mr PROTOPAPADAKIS. 
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1. The common policy for agricultural structures has been due for an overall 
review for a number of years. The main socio-structural directives expired at 
the end of 198J. In fact, they had already been extended several tiMes pending 
an overall ~eview. ln Nov..Cer 1983~ Parliament delivered an opinion approving 
a 'further extension. (OJ No. C 342, 19.12.1983, p. 98>. · 
2. In docUMent COM SOD <CoMMOn agricultural policy: Commission proposals> of 
28 July 1983, the Commission concluded that: 
'It would be an error to consider the price and markets policy in isolation from 
the other efforts of the Community to contribute to solving the problems of rural 
areas; indeed, 1f the Community is to find enduring solutions to these problems, 
it must put relatively more emphasis on long-term structural action, rather than 
on market intervention and price support'. 
At the same time as the above-mentioned document, the Commission also submitted 
a report on ways of increasing the effectiveness of the Community's structural 
funds <COM<83) 501>. This document dr.w attention to the positive aspects of 
the EAGGF Guidance Section as well as to the need to monitor its economic 
effectivenes•. The Commission also proposed an increase in the funding available 
for structural aeasures, doubling the aMOunt over five years. 
3. The document under consideration (COM<83> 559> set out proposals for 
legislation aimed at giving practical effect to the measures proposed in previous 
documents. 
4. The current policy has not succeeded in attaining its objectives. In areas 
wh,re the average size of farms is very small, there is no chance of creating 
a viable agricultural sector. In areas where agriculture has prospered, productivity 
hag risen considerably, not as a result of the land mobility which the EAGGF 
Guidance Section was intended to generate, but primarily as a result of increased 
investment in livestock and farm machinery, which has contributed in turn to the 
production of surpluses. The directive on socio-economic information has been 
successful in only two Member States. On the other hand, the directive on hill 
and mountain farming and farming in less-favoured'areas has been a great success. 
The measures designed to assist the processing and marketing of agricultural produce 
stimulated the development of the agri•foodstuffs industry throughout the Community. 
5. The current economic situation is characterized by stagnation and a shortage 
of employment. Farm incomes are growing less rapidly, while the economic dis-
parities between the various regions of the Community are becoming wider. The 
increasingly large surpluses of the Main agricultural products make a restrictive 
price policy inevitable. Cost inflation in agriculture and high interest rates 
in certain Member States make investMtnt in agriculture expensive and risky. The 
new policy on agricultural structures must endeavour to respond to these challenges. 
6. The Commission is now proposing to adapt the existing measures in order, within 
the constraints imposed by the m.rket situation, to encourage a conversion to 
production which satisfies market requirements. This policy is also designed to 
help to improve the regional economic situation, in particular in areas where 
agriculture is the main activity. Drastic changes are proposed in the share of 
aid allocated for farm development to make it more accessible to a larger number 
of farmers and to place greater eMphasis on Community criteria. Farmers in the 
lowest income groups have received particular attention. Provision has also been 
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maue for specific measures to assist young farmers to become established. The 
proposals on conversion to forestry are designed to help remove incentives to 
overproduction in other sectors. 
7. The regulation covers five specific categories of measures (Article 1<2>> 
each under a separate title: 
<a> §~~!~m_Qf_2iQ~_fQ!_iD~~~!m~D!_iD-29!i£~1!~r~, in particular for farmers with 
a low income who invest in quality improvements, conversion of production, 
reducing production costs, improving living and working conditions and saving 
energy. There are built-in safeguards to avoid the aid being used to increase 
production of crops for which there are no normal market outlets. The aid 
may take the form of capital grants, interest rate subsidies or security for 
loans already contracted. The aid is granted in respect of a maximum invest-
ment of 60,000 ECU per MWU or 120,000 ECU per holding; it amounts to between 
20~ and 45X of the investment according to its type. In the case of Greece, 
Ireland and Italy, the value of the aid is to be increased by 10X of the total 
investment undertaken during the first 30 months. An additional 25X may be 
granted, under certain circumstances, to young farmers. Young farmers may 
be eligible for an installation premium not exceeding 15,000 ECU. 
(b) Q!~~r_m~2~~!~~-!Q_2~~i~!-29!i£~1!~!2i_nQ1Qiog~: these concern the introduction 
of accounting, the creation and operation of cooperatives and the provision 
of farm relief services for a number of holdings. The levels of aid proposed 
are 1,000 ECU per farmer in the case of grants for the keeping of accounts, 
15,000 ECU for cooperative groups of farmers and 12,000 ECU launching aid for 
farm relief services or services for the management of recognized agricultural 
associations. 
tc> §e~£i!i£_m~2~~r~~-!Q_2§~i~!_mQ~D!2iD-2DQ_ni1i_f2rmio9_2n9_f2rmiog_io_£~r!2iD 
1~~~:!2~Q~!~Q_2!~2~ 
This heading covers compensatory allowances ranging from 20.3 to 97 ECU per 
LSV or per hectare to compensate for permanent natural handicaps in the regions 
concerned, as defined in Directive 75/268/EEC. In less-favoured areas which 
are suitable for the development of a tourist or craft industry, investment 
aid may also be granted up to a maximum of 52,500 ECU. Joint investment 
schemes for the production, storage and distribution of fodder crops and for 
the improvement and equipping of jointly-farmed pasture may be eligible for 
investment aid of up to 100,000 ECU or 500 ECU per hectare of pasture. The 
regulation also includes provision for the removal of particularly serious 
handicaps by means of supplementary measures pursuant to a Council decision 
<Article 18). 
The following maximum amounts apply: 
- 2,300 ECU per hectare for afforestation, 
- 2,000 ECU per hectare for woodland improvements such as thinning, and the 
prov1s1on of wind-breaks, 
- 150 ECU per hectare for fire protection measures, 
- 18,000 ECU per kilometre for forest roads. 
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The C~munity may refvnd thf Membtr States up to 6,000 ECU per person in 
respect of courses of basic and advanced vocational instruction for farmers 
or for managers of producer grOUPS and cooperatives, as well as further training 
courses. In less~favoured areas, the Fund may also grant subsidies of up to 
400,000 ECV forth.' establiahmtnt of agricultural training centres. Lastly, 
provision is made for extending this assistance under the management committee 
procedure. 
8. Title VI sets out the financial and general provisions. A number of references 
are made to r.egulation (EEC) No. 729/70 on the financing of the common agricultural 
policy: the proposed arrangements are described as a common measure to run until 
31 December 1994, and there is a reference to the EAGGF Committee set up under 
that Regulation. The financial contribution by the Fund is estimated at 4,432 m ECU 
for the first five years. Article 26 fixes the percentage reimbursement <25X or 
50X> by the .cem~i ty of th.e Member St.e-tes' .expenditure on the support measures 
set out in this re~ulation. To be eligible, the expenditure must have been 
incurred by the Member States during the previous calendar year and applications 
must have been submitted to the Commission by 1 July of the current year. This 
title also includes a number of provisions empowering the Commission to investigate 
whether national legal and administrative provisions are compatible with the new 
regulation. The Commission must submit an annual report to Council and Parliament 
by 1 August. The Member States must themselves make provision for checks on the 
information used to calculate the aids eligible for assistance from the Fund. 
9. The final provisions in Title VII amend a number of Regulations and Directives 
to bring them into line with the proposal for a regulation under consideration, 
particularly the existing Direttives on aoricultural structures and Regulations on 
integrated development programmes or the promotion of agriculture in certain areas. 
Document COM 55~ also contains a second Commission proposal for a Council Regula-
tion amending Regulation <EEC> No. 355/77 on improving the marketing of agricultural 
products and Regulation CfEC> No. 1820180 on agriculture in the West of Ireland 
along the same lines. 
OBSERVATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS 
10. The following table shows that the new proposal for agricultural structures 
provides for national aids amounting to 43,500 m ECU over a period of ten years, 
of which 13,500 m ECU are to be reimbursed by the Community. In the first five-year 
period, these amounts are 13,000 m and 4,400 m ECU respectively. The financial 
statement anAexed to the proposa~ for a regulation provides a detailed justification 
for the estimates of expenditure. In an earlier proposal, COM 501 on increasing 
the effectiveness of the structural funds, the Commission stated that its aim 
was to double the appropriation for the structural funds within five years. 
Allowing for the running-in period for the new measures, the Commission proposal 
can be considered as a reasonable starting point, which must be adapted to specific 
socio-economic and political c;r~umstances ;n the course of the annual budgetary 
precedure. 
11. The Commission has put forward these proposals in order to pursue 'a common 
agricultural ~tructures policy with a real Community character by ma~~taining 
a horizontal approach together with a decided regional emphasis' (page 10). When 
delivering an opinion on the above-mentioned document CCOM 501), Parliament 
approved this type of approach. However, as draftsman for the Committee on 
Budgets, one is bound to wonder whether the 'structures policy with a real Community 
character' has in fact been given sufficient attention. 
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Summary of costs <in mio ECU) 
.. 
1990 1991 . 1986 1987 1988 1989 J. EAGGF REIMBURSEMENT IN and Ar- . later tic l4 
1. 4 Invest .. nt - generaL 11,0 252 309 364 416 5, 643 
2. 4 Supplement Jt/Jrl/Gr 7 . ,, 6 5 5 28 
• s. 7 Young far•ers- pre~iums 51· . 51 51 51 51 255 
- 1nvestHnt 16 26 31 37 42 571 
4. 9 Accounts 5.5 5.5 5.5 5. 5 5.5 27 .! 
s. 10 Mutual Aid -,. 5 ,.s 1.5 1. 5 1.5 7,J 
6. 11 Replacement Services . 1 1 2 3 3 7 
7. 12 Management Services 1 
.. , 
-
1 1 2 
a. 13 Compensatory allowances 213 219 223 226 230 1,188 
9. 17 Collective Investments 6 6 6 6 6 30 
10. 20 Forestry - planting 63 63 63 63 63 315 
- improvement 169 169 169 169 I 169 845. i I Training 19 19 19 I 19 19 95 , , . 21 I I I 12. 22 Information 5 5 5 I 5 5 25 
I I 
TOTAl. 721 834 I 896 
I ! 
9, os~ l 960 j1,021 
II. NATIONAl. EXPENDITURE IN 19oJS 19&6 I 1987 1988 : 1989 1 ,990 I 
i and Ar- I later 1 tiel~ I 
1. 41 InvestMent - general 640' ·1,007 r,234 1 451. 
1 
1 663 V,S60 i , , 
2. 4 ' Supplement It/Irl/lr 26 42 24 18. 17 105 I 
3. 7 Young far•ers - premiums 102 102 102 102 102 510 
• 
- investMent 32 50 62 73 83 ~,no 
4. 91 Accounts 22 22 22 22 I 22 110 s. 10 ! Mutual Aid 6 6 6 6 6 I 30 
11 l Replacement Services I 6. 3 5 8 11 I 13 26 
12 Management Services ,. 2 3 4 I 4 9. 7. I 8. 13 I Compensatory allowances.' 585 600 i 610 620 ' 630 3, 250 171 (ollective Investments I 9. 24 24 24 24 I 24 120 
10. 20 1 Forestry - planting 126 126 126 126 I 126 630 I 
- i11provt111ent 338 338 338 338 I 338 1, 690 
I 
I 11 21 Training 16 16 76 16 I 76 380 .. ' I 
12 ~2 ·Infor111at ion I I 1 
.. 
- - - - I - -
~ : 
TOTAL 
.. \981 .2}99 ! 1,635 . 2~74 I 3J04 t3~ ~ 
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12. On closer examination, this regulation falls into two parts: 
- a mandatory part requiring the Member States to introduce measures to 
aupport investment in agricultural holdings on the basis of common criteria, 
with Community assistance; 
- an optional part allowing the Member States, firstly, to extend the above-
mentioned measures in certain cases and, secondly, to take a number of 
additional structural measures. If the Member States implement these 
measures, they are eligible, up to a certain limit, for reimbursement 
of a proportion of the amount spent. 
13. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to evaulate satisfactorily 
the economic and budgetary implications which the Commission suggests. The 
Community has few instruments with which it can make adjustments to the measures 
wh•le they are being implemented. In this connection, it is important .to examine 
what steps have been taken in the past to deal with any errors which occur. 
As regards aid for investment, Article 3<2> stipulates that no aid shall be 
gr~nted in respect of investment which has the effect of increasing the holding's 
production of products for which there is no normal market outlet. The list of 
products is to be drawn up in accordance with the management committee procedure. 
Intensive dairy or pig farms are virtually excluded <see criteria laid down in 
Articles 3(3) and 6<2>>, as is the egg and poultry meat sector. Finally, the 
prcposal also includes a social provision, namely that aid may not be granted 
if its effect is to create a labour income in excess of 120X of the average 
gross income of non-agricultural workers in the region concerned <Articles 
3<S> and 2(2)). 
14. The proposal for a regulation leaves it to the Member States in most cases 
to determine the level of aid within the limits laid down in the regulation. Only 
in the case of the premium for the introduction of accounting is a uniform amount 
laid down, namely 1,000 ECU spread over at least four years. In the case of 
the capital grant for investment aid and individual investment in the tourist 
or craft industry in less-favoured areas, the maximum volume of investment 
eligible for subsidy is specified. In the case of the compensatory allowance 
for natural handicaps in the less-favoured areas,·the regulation lays down uniform 
mi~imum and maximum amounts and grants a partial exemption for milk producers. 
Only a maximum amount is laid down in respect of Community financing of other aid 
me3sures, namely farm relief services, woodland improvement and vocational 
training. 
15. Taken as a whole, the proposal seems to be based on the premise that the 
Member States would like to introduce similar aid measures but do not do so for 
financial reasons. Through the possibility of Community refinancing they should 
now be in a position to do so on the basis of the criteria proposed. Experience 
has shown that a few Member States have indeed not made full use of the possibilities 
offered to them by the Community because they were unable to afford the share of 
the financing to be borne by the Member State and that other Member States, with 
less need of Community aid, have taken full advantage of the aid arrangements. The 
regulation now proposed takes care of this objection by doubling the percentage 
of aid <from 25X to 50X> for Greece, Ireland, Italy and the French Overseas 
Departments. Even then, there is still the problem that this aid is not paid out 
by the ComMission until the year after the ,xpenditure is undertaken by the Member 
State. 
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16. Since the EAGGF Guidance Section was adapted in 1970 to the introduction 
of Community own resources, the operation of this Fund has developed at a slower 
pace compared with other sectors, both in terms of volume and of its financing 
mechanisms. When the EAGGF was created, the target was for the Guidance Section 
to be one-third the size of the Guarantee Section. Until 1972, however, expenditure 
was limited to 285 m EUA and from then until 1979 to 325 m EUA. From 1980 
onwards, a new five-year funding programme came into force amounting to 3,600 m EUA. 
Throughout this period, the funding mechanisms remained virtually unchanged: the 
Meanber States were able to introduce a number of aid measures and recover a pro-
portion of the amount of aid paid out in the form of refunds from the Commission. 
17. Thereby, the Commission and the Council appear to have lost sight of an 
important consideration. Regulation (EEC) No. 729/70 of 21 April 1970 on the 
financing of the Common agricultural policy included the following recital: 
'Whereas in accordance with Article 2C2> of Regulation No. 25, which substitutes 
the concept of financing by the Community for that of expenditure eligible for 
financing by the Fund, a new system should be established under which funds will 
no longer be advanced by the Member States but by the Community'. 
18. A system of advances has been brought into operation in the case of the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section. It is true of virtually all non-agricultural aid 
arrangements that the Community finances structural measures and that, moreover, 
Community aid must be additional to national aid. Parliament is endeavouring to 
limit as far as possible the exceptions to this rule, for instance in the case 
of compensatory measures to assist the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic 
of Germany. Large amounts are paid out of Regional and Social Fund expenditure 
in the form of advances. It is odd, therefore, that in the case of the EAGGF 
Guidance Section the Commission should continue to adhere to the outmoded system 
of reimbursing eligible expenditure already made. 
19. The argument that this would be the only way to expand measures related 
to agricultural structures within the current limit on own resources is unacceptable. 
After all, the rate of refund by the Community ranges from 25 to SOX and is there-
fore on a par with the rate paid by the Regional and Social Funds. Given the 
time still taken by the Council to reach a decision and the running-in period 
required for the new Fund, the proposal is unlikely to be put into effect before 
the end of the current debate on the financing of the Community. Lastly, a , 
strengthened Guidance Section ties in with the restructuring plans of the Comm-
unity and is therefore an area in which Community policy will replace national 
policy; there must, therefore, be no resultant increase in the tax burden on the 
taxpayer. 
20. By making a large proportion of the measures in the proposal for a regula-
tion optional, the Commission appears to be failing to take advantage of opport-
un1ties to coordinate national aid systems and bring the measures into line with 
the policy pursued in the Guarantee Section. 
21. The Commission states in the proposal for a regulation that the figure of 
4,432 m ECU for the five-year funding requirement is an !~!im~!!· The final 
recital to the second proposal for a regulation Cp. 48>, on the other hand, 
states that • ••• it is necessary to etQ~lQ!_!Q! a total financial contribution 
by the Community estimated at 360 m ECU per year'. In the explanatory memorandum 
to the two proposals Cp. 11), it puts forward the view that at this stage, certain 
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expenditure items must remain computsory because the 'unforeseeability of resources 
detracts co"siderably from the effectiveness of the funds'. Since Parliament has 
the last word on expenditure other than compulsory expenditure in the budgetary 
procedure, this can only be interpreted as a rebuff to Parliament. This is not 
only out of place in terms of good inter-institutional relations, it also shows 
a lack of understanding of budgetary reality. In previous years, Parliament has 
made great efforts to increase the budgetary allocation for the EAGGF Guidance 
Section. The Commission has always taken its time in formulating suitable 
proposals for regulations and for a number of years has been unable to·disburse 
the whole of the annual allocation on which the Council put a ceiling. Con-
sequently, 'foreseeability' of resources ought to be all the greater if they are 
not entered against compulsory expenditure. 
22. Having said that, the draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Budgets 
does agree with the Commission that there is a need for budget programming in 
the medium term. He believes, however, that this objective can be achieved more 
effectively through a reassessment of the debate on the three-year estimates 
annexed to the preliminary draft budget. 
23. Under Article 7 of Regulation <EEC> No. 729/70 on the EAGGF Guidance 
Section, the Fund Committee has a purely consultative role in decisions on the 
granting of aid. It may appeal to the Council only in respect of opinions on 
the detailed rules for the application of the above regulation to the Guarantee 
Section. It is sufficient, therefore, that Article 28<2> of the proposal for 
a regulation under.consideration refers to the above-mentioned article as regards 
the granting of aid from the Fund. 
24. This flexibility in the granting of aid is counterbalanced, however, by 
provisions to ensure that the national implementing measures to be taken are 
compatible with the regulation. In this case, the customary management committee 
prccedure is used, with the possibility of an appeal to the Council via the 
Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures. This is disturbing, inasmuch as 
th~ Commission has made subordinate to the opinion of a committee of national 
officials its right under the Treaty to check whetner national legal and 
administrative provisions are in line with Community law. 
22. The Committee on Budgets: 
<a> endorses the aim of the Commission of the European Communities in seeking a 
more permanent solution to the problems of rural areas by placing greater 
emphasis on long-term structural measures than on market intervention and 
price support; 
(b) approves: 
- the objectives of the proposed structural measures; 
- preferential treatment for less-favoured areas; 
-the built-in safeguards firstly to prevent new incentives to surplus 
production in certain sectors and secondly, in the granting of aid, to 
give priority to farmers in the lowest income categories; 
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Cc> requests the Commission, howeve~ to review as a matter of urgency the manner 
in which the aid is to be granted and, in so doing, to shape the EAGGF 
Guidance Section, in particular, into an instrument of active Community policy; 
Cd> Considers the financing of 4,400 m ECU proposed by the Commission to be a 
reasonable starting point; points out, however, that the decision to enter 
appropriations in the budget falls exclusively within the power of the 
budgetary authority and that any commitment of expenditure in the regulation 
would run counter to the Joint Declaration of 30 June 1982; 
Ce> notes that the expenditure covered by the proposal is not compulsory 
expenditure; 
(f) considers that advisory committee procedures without the option of appeal to 
the Council are the only acceptable arrangements; 
(g) proposes that the conciliation procedure be initiated should the council 
consider it necessary to depart from the opinion of the European Parliament. 
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of the Ca..ittee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning 
Drafts•an: Mr HUTTON 
On 1 December 1983, the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning 
appointed Mr HUTTON drafts•an of the opinion. 
It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 1 December 1983 and 
17 January 1984 and adopted it by 12 votes in favour with 2 abstentions. 
Present: Mr DE PASQUALE, chairman, Mr HUTTON, draftsman; Mr CARDIA, 
Mr CECOVINI, Mr GENDEBIEN, Mr GERONIMI, Mr von HASSEL, Mr KAZAZIS, Mr KYRKOS, 
Mr LALUMIERE, Mr Kons. NIKOLAOU, Mr POTTERING, Mr Karl SCHON, Mr TREACY, 
Mr VERROKEN, Mr von der VRING. 
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1. The socto-~tructural directives that have constituted the backbone 
of the Community's policy on agricultural structures can be considered, after 
more than ten years experience, as being iQ!!!!,!i~r and iQ!eereeti!!!· 
Ineffective, because they have not reduced regional income disparities and 
inappropriate, because they have contributed to an increase in output of 
surplus farm products. 
2. The present proposal for a Council Regulation <EEC> 
on improving the efficiency of agricultural structures aims at being ri92~!2YI 
but at the same time, !!~!i~l!· It is thought that having a common policy 
characterized by rigour in both the market structure and efficient use of 
Community resources it would become an effective instrument; on the other hand 
flexibility will ensure adaptability to the complex structures that originate 
in both national and regional situations. Thus, the current proposals will 
replace the four directives1 of which the first three would cease to apply from 
the dates of entry into force of this proposed regulation and only Articles 1, 
2 and 3· from directive 75/268/EEC are retained. 
3. The revision of this Regulation is welcome with the experience gained 
in applying Regulation <EEC> No. 355/77 on common measures to improve~he 
conditions under which agricultural products are processed and marketed and, 
given the important role of processing and marketing in introducing new 
techniques, new products and adoption of land-saving techniques in the agri-food 
sector. Such revision should be viewed in the context of what the Community 
situation is today and in what direction the Community wishes to go. Today we 
face a serious stagflation, due to a number of reasons; an unprecedented rate 
of unemployment, particularly among the young, and a dilemma as to what is the 
appropriate technology; land-saving or labour-saving. 
4. Both current proposals should be seen in a wider context: the '2me!!i!i~! 
Q2!i!i2Q of Community agriculture vis-a-vis world markets and home markets. 
When we talk of world markets we refer to primary commodities and processed 
products; when we talk of home markets we refer to the price support mechanis•s. 
1 Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernisation of farms 
Directive 72/160/EEC on the cessation of farming 
Directive 72/161/EEC on socio-economic guidance 
Directive 75/268/EEC on mountain and hill-farming 
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Both markets, though, squarely depend upon the Community's technological 
capacitiea to introduce ~!W processed products that have a high labour-
content and minimum land and capital content and ~!W land-saving techniques 
that would reduce the content of primary commodities otherwise !2!1-W2Y!~ 
~l.it!DI~.!t2!-1-Sl~!O-R!i!!!X.9Q2~.10QW1· 
1. The crux of the matter is: "b2W-!2_1me!rmrn!_!_~2!1:rf!!~11~!-R2!i~X 
1h~!-WQY!~_ft~QY£_!2W!!-i0~2!!-f!!!!!!_Wi1b2Y1-iD~Y~iog_bi9b!!-R!2~Y~!iQO 
!!~!l~-2!_!tt!-R!2~Y£!!_tl!!!~X-iO.!W!R!YJ?" In the explanatory memorandum 
of COM <83) 559 final, the Commission has proposed an investment aid policy, 
the establishment of mutual aid services and measures in favour of the 
afforestation of farmland coupled with forestry development directed at 
increasing the net value of farm products and including wood processing in 
the revised Regulation <EEC) No. 355/77. 
2. The Commission is quite aware of the requirements that such a policy 
will need and it states: "Many of these measures will be of little avail 
however, unless the vocational training of farm people, in particular of farm 
youth, can be fitted to the requirements of MOdern agriculture."1 
3. The stress on vocational training of farm people is only one side of 
the coin; the other concerns the question of "who or which is the most appro-
priate agent or agency to promote the indigenous development of regions?" 
In other words, without defining the instruments that would implement this 
proposed Common policy one cannot assure its success. The proposed Regulation 
gives us the framework in which the development of agricultural structures is 
envisaged but it is silent on the appropriate development agents 2! agencies 
required for it. Would it be small and medium-sized undertakings or craft and 
agricultural cooperatives or a public aector undertaking or regional 
authorities• joint ventures or sOMething else? This is a pressing question. 
4. Current proposals are a mixture of horizontal and regionalized 
measures. The former are applicable to all regions which meet the criteria 
laid down. Experience has shown that they function inequitably depending on 
the efficiency of a~inistrative service• of both Member States and their 
regional authorities. Regionalized •eaaures or •easures in favour of less 
;--------COM (83) 559 final, p. 10 
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developed regions are meant to compensate regions for their natural 
handicaps, lower productive capacity, low level of mechanisation, inadequate 
irrigation systems etc. which are reflected in the lowest agricultural 
productivity. However, the success of these measures - experience shows -
has depended on whether the social aspect could be coupled with 
administrative siMplicity. 
1. If current proposals on agricultural structures are meant to 
guide production away from farm products in surplus towards import substituting 
products, then, Article 3, paragraph 3 would, most probably, do exactly the 
opposite. It provided for investment aid to the ~!i£~_§!£!2! and to the ei9 
!!£!2! with conditions attached about the number of cows per holding <40> and 
of fattening pig placed (550 per holding). The view of your draftsman is to 
~~1!!! this paragraph. 
2. On the other hand, !991 and the e2~l!!~_m!!!_!!£!2! are excluded 
from the investment aid scheme. It should be remembered that this sector 
has rarely had any surpluses and its production techniques have been mastered 
and used both on the farm and in the processing factory. Given that iD!!O!i~! 
poulty farmers are coming under increasing pressure to change their techniques, 
it would seem appropriate to make available investment aid to speed the changes 
being demanded. Article 3, paragraph 4, should be revised to take this into 
account. 
3. If current proposals aim at simplifying the administrative procedures 
and thus cost, and thereby facilitating better understanding of this proposed 
Regulation, Title Ill - and articles 13 to 19 - should be revised in the 
following way. From Directive 75/268/EEC, Articles 1, 2 and 3 are retained 
and constitute the basis upon which improvements are proposed. 
4. Care should be taken also that Article 2, paragraph 3 of Directive 
75/268/EEC be amended accordingly since it is based on Directive 72/159/EEC, 
Article 18 which could cease after the transitional period provided in the 
current proposals. 
5. The old "criteria for eligibility" of Directive 75/168/EEC such as 
"minimum of three htctares" and "cows whose •Hk is intended for marketing" 
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are retained; it is at le~st doubtful whether such criteria encourage 
farming or attack young farmers who own nothing. This is in contradition 
to Article 7 which aims at granting special aids to young farmers a~d 
Title V on vocational training. 
6. It is of interest to note that Regulation <EEC> No. 355/77 is 
revised to take into account conditions that "meet regional needs" that 
would contribute to the development of regions (Article 1, paragraph 3>. 
However, the complicated procedure in submitting applications accompanied 
by detailed information, having been approved by the concerned Me•ber State 
first and then by the Commission, is retained intact. 
1. It is threefold. First, an increased contribution from the Community. 
Second, wider application of these measures by including sectors such as 
forestry. Third, concentration of these measures in less-favoured regions 
with differential rates of Community financing depending on the economic 
potential of a region. 
2. It is estimated that the common measure on agricultural structures will 
cost the Community 4,432 million ECU for the first five years. A re-examina-
tion by the Council upon new proposals from the Commission as to the working 
of this proposed Regulation will take place after five years although, the 
common measure is envisaged to continue until 31 December 1994. The amount 
of 4,432 million ECU, in fact, is about !2Y! times higher than the amount 
allocated for the four structural Directives <approximately 1,085 million ECU>. 
3. The same logic is found in the proposed revision of Regulation <EEC> 
No. 355/77; 1,750 million ECU over a period of five years <i.e. 350 million ECU 
per year) is proposed and is viewed as an aid for guidance purposed; this 
amount is also approximately !2Y! timeshigher than the old regulation allocated -
80 •illion ECU per year. 
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4. As to the wider application of these cOMmon measures this 
Committee has repeatedly stressed the need that all economic activities 
that originate in the primary sector should constitute the basis for one 
policy on agricultural structures. This interpretation is consistent 
with Article 38 of the Rome Treaty establishing the EEC which states: 
"Agricultural products" mean the products of the soil, of 
stockfarming and of fisheries and products of first-stage 
\1 
processing directly related to these products <paragraph 1>. 
The question of interest, however, is whether these measures are proposed 
within the meaning of supplementary policies in the field of technology, 
energy and manufacturing. Such an approach will give a wider application 
to COMmunity's instruments. 
5. There is another reason that,gives added weight to the current 
proposals; this is the fact that "agricultural products", as meant in Article 38 
of the Treaty, are essential "inputs" of the other two economic sectors: 
manufacturing and services. Thus, the rate of growth in the output of "agri-
cultural products" will also govern the rate of growth and accumulation of 
the secondary and tertiary sectors. While Community agriculture needs to 
re-direct its surplus products towards import-substituting goods! ~hese measures 
are proposed at the right time. 
6. The concentration of these measures in less-favoured regions will 
yield "efficiency" and "effectiveness". Efficiency will be ensured because 
the objectives are clearer now and the diversificatfon of funds is being · 
limited, reducing relatively unnecessary bureaucracy. Effectiveness will be 
secured because funds are not spread out too thinly over too wide an area as 
it has been the case with the previous strwctural directives. 
7. The increase of resources for far• tourism is particularly welcome. 
In order to •ake sure that these resources reach farMers the application 
procedures •ust be si~lified. 
1. Provisions relating to structural policy have undergone several phases; 
the first phase concerned listing specific projects (1964-71) then we had the 
Monsholt plan which gave birth to the three structural Directives and the mountain 
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end hill far•ing Directive which aims at productivity - competitiveness -
selectivity (1972-1977>. The third phase starts with the Regulation 355/77 
which supplemented earlier efforts by providing assistance with marketing 
and regionalising interventions. The last phase has been about integrated 
prograemes involving coordination of the structural funds. 
2. However, the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning 
believes that the following should be included in the Motion for a Resolution 
in the reports by Messrs BOCKLET, PROVAN and VITALE on the current proposals 
fro. the Commission: 
a) welcomes the proposals but draws attention to the need for appropriate 
• amendments to be tabled for improving the weakenesses of some Articles 
such as Article 3, paragraph 3 and 4 and Article 13-19; 
b) draws attention to the fact that Articles 1, 2 and 3 of Directive 75/268/EEC 
should be integrated with appropriate amendments into the proposal for a 
regulation on improving the efficiency of agricultural structures and thus 
it would case as a Directive; 
c) believes that the "criteria of eligibility" proposed are not new and have 
been proven inappropriate for either attracting young farmers or applying 
strictly to farmers; 
d) stresses the fact that a policy on agricultural structures which is still in 
the making should promote alternative activities, such as "stay at home'' 
employment by employing new technolocy adapted to regional markets; such 
a policy would encourage the "family holding" and an alternative source 
of family income; 
e> points out that current proposals are silent on European Parliament's 
repeated concern over the consultations procedure between the Community, 
the State and regional authorities in drawing up and implementing 
programmes; 
f) notes that neither the "comparative advantage" of a region in a specific 
economic activity nor the financing of "research of natural potential" in 
the field of water, sea and energy resources have received consideration; 
both are essential in directing production that would •axi•ize self-
sufficiency and pra.ote agricultural exports; 
g) welca.es the increase in resources for far• tourism and expects 
application procedures to be siMplified. 
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